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“Uncomfortable truths? ML=BS  
and AML=BS2”

(Journal of Financial Crime)

Aims to advance debate and prompt 
new strategies to substantially 
improve the capacity to disrupt 
serious profit-motivated crime. 

Topical coverage
•  Agricultural finance and  

rural development 
•  Rural credit in developing countries 
•  Risk management strategies 

including the use of futures  
and options 

•  Corporate finance, mergers  
and acquisitions 

•  Financial regulation  
•  Socio-economic development 
•  Consilience: unity of knowledge 

between diverse fields 
•  Human capital management 
•  Cyber-crime: prevention  

and detection 

•  Tax regimes and tax avoidance 
•  Money laundering as a source  

of terrorist funding 
•  Financial education 
•  Carbon accounting and trading 
•  Corporate Governance and 

Corporate Social Responsibility 
•  Economic impact of  

social and environmental 
sustainability policies 

•  Environmental management 
accounting 

•  Sustainability accounting, 
accountability and reporting 

•  Integrated thinking and  
integrated reporting 

•  Accountability and accounting  
for human rights 

•  Corporate governance of 
sustainability and CSR 

•  Social and political aspects  
of accounting standards 

•  Digital Accounting and Accounting 
Information Systems 

•  Agricultural value chain and  
supply chain 

•  Food security and crop  
yield maximization 

•  Social and environmental auditing 

“100 PhD rules of the game to 
successfully complete a doctoral 
dissertation”

(Accounting, Auditing & 
Accountability Journal)

A doctoral dissertation is a 
challenging undertaking requiring 
determination, persistence and 
resilience over a 
long time; these PhD 
“rules of the game” 
are intended to help 
students successfully 
navigate this challenge. 

“Poverty alleviation in rural China: 
policy changes, future challenges 
and policy implications”

(China Agricultural Economic Review)

Reviews the history of China’s rural 
reform and antipoverty, and then 
analyses the related policy systems, 
mechanism innovations and future 
challenges in poverty  
alleviation and  
development. 

Dr Chizu Nakajima has served as 
consultant to inter-governmental 
organizations, including the United 
Nations, World Bank and European 
Commission, and advises, on a 
regular basis, various regulatory  
and professional bodies in the UK 
and elsewhere. 

“JPEO offers a new platform for 
researchers and policy analysts in 
business, labor, and government 
to present conceptual insights 
and evidence on what does and 
does not work in extending the 
benefits of capitalism and improving 
its functioning via enhanced 
participation and ownership”

Richard Freeman, 
Editor of Journal of 
Participation and 
Employee Ownership.

“Environmental Kuznets curve for 
CO 2 emissions: a literature survey”

(Journal of Economic Studies) 
Provides a survey of the empirical 
literature on Environmental Kuznets 
Curve (EKC) estimation of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions over the 
period of 1991–2017.  

“Perhaps the Dodo should have 
accounted for human beings? 
Accounts of humanity and (its) 
extinction”

(Accounting, Auditing & 
Accountability Journal)

Offers a counter-narrative  
to accounts of specific  
species extinction.

Prof. Carol Adams, the founding 
editor of the Sustainability 
Accounting, Management and 
Policy Journal, is also the Chair 
of the Stakeholder Council of the 
Global Reporting Initiative. Plans of 
collaboration with the membership 
pool of the GRI have emerged as a 
result of this association.

“Corporate Governance 
Applications in Social and 
Environmental Accounting”

(Journal of Applied Accounting 
Research, 2020).
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Title listing Featured titles

ACCOUNTING, AUDITING & 
ACCOUNTABILITY JOURNAL  

A pillar within this research community, 
the journal is focused on the interaction 
between accounting/auditing and their 

socio-economic, institutional and political 
environments. Unique in its approach, readers 
can expect virtual special issues, poetry and 

fictional pieces designed to enlighten the 
accounting world. 

1030-9616 Accounting Research Journal

0951-3574 Accounting, Auditing & Accountability 
Journal

0002-1466 Agricultural Finance Review

1321-7348 Asian Review of Accounting

1756-137X China Agricultural Economic Review

2044-1398 China Finance Review International

1753-8254 Indian Growth and Development Review

1834-7649 International Journal of Accounting and 
Information Management

1446-8956 International Journal of Development Issues

2514-9369 International Journal of Ethics and Systems

1753-8394 International Journal of Islamic and Middle 
Eastern Finance and Management

1743-9132 International Journal of Managerial Finance

0143-7720 International Journal of Manpower

0306-8293 International Journal of Social Economics

1832-5912 Journal of Accounting & Organizational 
Change

2042-1168 Journal of Accounting in Emerging 
Economies

2044-0839 Journal of Agribusiness in Developing and 
Emerging Economies

0967-5426 Journal of Applied Accounting Research

1754-4408 Journal of Chinese Economic and Foreign 
Trade Studies

1026-4116 Journal of Economic and Administrative 
Sciences

0144-3585 Journal of Economic Studies

1359-0790 Journal of Financial Crime

1757-6385 Journal of Financial Economic Policy

1358-1988 Journal of Financial Regulation and 
Compliance

1985-2517 Journal of Financial Reporting and 
Accounting

1528-5812 Journal of Investment Compliance

1759-0817 Journal of Islamic Accounting and Business 
Research

1368-5201 Journal of Money Laundering Control

2514-7641 Journal of Participation and Employee 
Ownership

1096-3367 Journal of Public Budgeting, Accounting & 
Financial Management

0268-6902 Managerial Auditing Journal

0307-4358 Managerial Finance

2049-372X Meditari Accountancy Research

0114-0582 Pacific Accounting Review

1176-6093 Qualitative Research in Accounting & 
Management

1755-4179 Qualitative Research in Financial Markets

1475-7702 Review of Accounting and Finance

1940-5979 Review of Behavioral Finance

1086-7376 Studies in Economics and Finance

2040-8021 Sustainability Accounting, Management and 
Policy Journal

1526-5943 The Journal of Risk Finance

Create a complete subject resource with 
eJournal Backfiles Subject Collections 

One single payment provides perpetual 
access to Backfiles content for your  
chosen subject. 

Find out more, visit: 
tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/backfiles 

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF  
ISLAMIC AND MIDDLE EASTERN FINANCE  

AND MANAGEMENT  

The only Emerald journal to focus on the 
interplay between Islamic and Middle Eastern 
finance and management. Editor Kabir Hasan 

(University of New Orleans) was recently 
awarded ‘UL System Faculty Member of The 

Year’ by University of Louisiana, USA. 

http://tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/backfiles
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Join us in making a Real Impact.

For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has 
been at the heart of the Emerald business. Our core 
ethos is to help make a difference so that little by 
little, those in academia or in practice can work 
together to make a positive change in the real world. 

Our publications and publishing services help 
authors tell their story in a meaningful and timely 
way, providing innovative tools and services to build 
confidence and capability in impactful research.
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contactemerald@emerald.com
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Emerald Insight is home to over 
300 journals, 2,600 books, 20,000 
Expert Briefings, 2,500 case studies 
and a growing collection of open 
access content. 

Librarian Toolkit
Includes: access and authentication information, user guides, library promotional material, guidance 
on usage reports and resources for discovery.

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/librarian-toolkit

Our digital platform 
takes research to 
the world 

emerald.com/insight
DISCOVERABLE AND ACCESSIBLE 
•   Supports major authentication methods 

including IP, Shibboleth, OpenAthens, 
Referring URL and EZproxy 

•  Indexed in all major discovery  
systems including Primo, Summon, 
OCLC and EBSCO 

•  Users can download citations directly 
from the platform to load into their 
citation management tool

•  KBART and MARC records available  
to download. 

FAST AND ACCURATE RESULTS
• Quick and advanced search 
•  Search results ordered by relevance, 

regardless of content type 
•    MarkLogic’s powerful search technology
 quickly surfaces relevant content
•  Predictable navigation and  

simple interface 
•  Browse pages by content type and 

institution holdings offer new routes  
to discover content

•  Integrated TrendMD technology  
to enhance content discovery. 

FLEXIBLE ACCESS FOR USERS
•   No download restrictions or embargoes 
•   ‘Profiles’ give users personalization 

features, such as ‘save search’ and  
‘Table of Contents’ alerts 

•  HTML, PDF and ePub formats 
•  Access via desktop or mobile device 
•  Multi-user, institution-wide access.
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